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Sophus Lie’s third theorem asserts that for every finite dimensional Lie algebra 
there is a local Lie group with the given algebra as tangent algebra at the identity. 
In particular, each subalgebra of the Lie algebra of a local Lie group determines a 
local subgroup whose Lie algebra is the given one. Recent interest in subsemigroups 
and local subsemigroups of Lie groups motivate the investigation to which extent 
local semigroups in Lie groups are determined by infinitesimal generators. It is 
known that the set L(S) of tangent vectors at the identity of a local semigroup S 
with identity in a (local) Lie group G is an additively closed convex subset of the 
Lie algebra L(G) which is topologically closed and contains 0; its largest vector 
subspace H is a subalgebra and all automorphisms of L(G) of the form eddr with 
vt H leave L(S) invariant as a whole (with (ad X)(V)= [I, ~1). We call an 
additively and topologically closed convex subset Wcontaining 0 in a Lie algebra L 
a Lie wedge if it satisfies cad’ W = W for all x’ E M/n - IV. In this paper we show 
that Lie wedges are precisely the infinitesimal generators of local semigroups in Lie 
groups. More precisely, we show that in a Banach Lie algebra L for every Lie 
wedge U’ whose edge Wn - W has a closed vector space complement in L, there is 
an open ball B around 0 in L such that the Cambell Hausdorff series .x*,r= 
.v + r + :[.x, ~1 + ‘. converges absolutely for X, r E B and there is a subset S c B 
with (i)‘Oe.S, (ii) (S*S)nBcS, and L(S)= IV. 1 1986 Academic Press. Inc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
A local subgroup in a topological group G is determined by two equally 
important ingredients: First, an open neighborhood U of the identity 
(which is frequently considered symmetric); second, a subset f of U such 
that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(ii) ITc Un(; and 
(iii) T-m ‘nucr. 
It is therefore necessary to think about local subgroups of a topological 
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group in terms of the pair (r, U), and to specify that r is a local subgroup 
with respect to U. If V is any open neighborhood of 1 in U, then V is 
obviously a local subgroup of G with respect to V. A natural concept of 
equivalence of two local subgroups (r, , U, ) and (r,, U,) suggests itself: 
They ought to be considered equivalent if there is an open neighborhood V 
of 1 in U, n U2 such that r, n V = Tz n V. This equivalence is readily 
understood and needs no further elaboration. 
Examples of local subgroups are easy to come by: If H is a subgroup of 
G, and if U is any open neighborhood of 1, then r= H n U is a local sub- 
group with respect to U. If, on the other hand, we are given a local sub- 
group (r, U) of G, r generates a subgroup H of G which obviously satisfies 
f c H n U. But even the simplest examples show that equality may fail; a 
standard example which is very apt to guide our intuition is the torus 
R2/Z2 as G with U=]-a,$[2 modulo Z* and r=R.(l,fi)n]-i,,[’ 
modulo Z2. In this example H is dense in G and H n U is dense in U, while 
r is closed and nowhere dense in U. 
If G is a Lie group, then a local subgroup (I’, U) determines a set T(r) 
of tangent vectors in the Lie algebra t(G) in as much as a vector X E L(G) 
is in T(T) if and only if there is a sequence X, converging to 0 in L(G) with 
exp X, E r and with X = lim rn X, for a sequence of non-negative real num- 
bers r,. (If, in the example above we identify L(G with R2 and exp: 
iR* + G with the quotient map, then T(T) = iw. (1, J-) 2) and T(H) = L(G).) 
For each local subgroup (r, U) of a Lie group, the set T(T) is a Lie sub- 
algebra of L(G); this, by and large, is the content of Lie’s first fundamental 
theorem. Conversely, if A is a Lie subalgebra of L(G), then for all suf- 
ficiently small open neighborhoods U of 1 in G there is a local subgroup 
(r, U) with T(T) = A. In fact, if we introduce in L(G) any norm such that 
1 [x, y] j < 1x1 1~1, which is always possible, and if B is any open ball 
around 0 with radius less than i log 2, the set (exp(A n B), exp B) is a local 
subgroup with tangent algebra A. This, in a nutshell, is Lie’s third fun- 
damental theorem. As an existence theorem, this portion of the theory, 
historically, was much harder to establish. Even from the contemporary 
point of view, this part of local Lie theory is still the more delicate one. It is 
easy enough, to be sure, as soon as we accept the fact, that on L(G) we 
have the Campbell-Hausdorff series x* Y=X+ Y-tj[X, Y] + 
H,(X, Y) + ... (with homogeneous Lie polynomials of degree n defined 
independently from the structure of the particular Lie algebra at hand) 
which converges absolutely for X, YE B and satisfies exp(X * Y) = 
exp X exp Y. Once this information is available, one may just as well trans- 
fer the entire local theory into the Lie algebra and operate with the 
Campbell-Hausdorff multiplication *: B x B + L(G). This will be our view 
point. In order to introduce precision into our discussion we recall the 
following definition. 
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DEFINITION 0.1. A Dynkin afgebra is a real Lie algebra on a completely 
normable vector space with continuous Lie multiplication. A Ban&-Lie 
algebra is a real Lie algebra on a Banach space such that 1 [x, ~11 6 1x1 I?/ 
is satisfied for all x and y. 
Thus a Dynkin algebra is a Lie algebra which may be equipped with the 
structure of a Banach-~Lie algebra. Every finite dimensional real Lie algebra 
is a Dynkin algebra. 
The Campbell-Hausdorff series converges absolutely in a BanachhLie 
algebra for all x and y with (XI + 1 JZ( < log 2. If B is an open ball around 0 
with radius t log 2 then we have a continuous partial operation *: 
B x B -+ L such that 
(a) .Y * 1’ = .Y + y for X, y E B whenever [x, J] = 0; 
(b) ~*(~‘*=)=(~*~)*~whenever.t,~~,,-,s*~,andy*zareinB. 
In this sense, every Dynkin algebra gives rise to “local groups” (B, *) in 
their own right. (In the infinite dimensional case, not every such local 
group is isomorphic to a local subgroup of a topological group with 
respect to some suitable neighborhood. In finite dimensions, however, this 
is always the case.) An open neighborhood B of 0 in a Dynkin algebra for 
which B * B is defined will be called a Campbell-Hausdorff neighborhood. 
For a number of good reasons (see References) we are interested in local 
.semigroups (r, U) in a Lie group G, where a subset r of an neighborhood 
C’ of 1 in G is called a local semigroup with respect to U if it satisfies con- 
ditions (i) and (ii) above with the possible exception of (iii). Therefore, we 
define local semigroups in a Dynkin algebra as follows: 
DEFINITION 0.2. If B is a CampbelllHausdorff neighborhood in a 
Dynkin algebra, then a subset S of B gives rise to a local semigroup (S, B) 
in L precisely when the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) OESand 
(ii) (S* S)n BcS. 
We also say that (S, *) is a local semigroup with respect to B. 
We now explain the concept of the “infinitesimal generators” of S: 
DEFINITION 0.3. If S is any subset of a Banach space containing 0 we 
set L(S) = (.x E L: there is a sequence (r,,, x,) E [w + x S with lim x, = 0 and 
.\-=lim r,x,}. (We write 5X+ = {rE R:Obr}.) 
If L is the Lie algebra L(G) of a Lie group we retrieve the ideas which 
were our point of departure: If (S, B) is a local semigroup in L = L(G), 
then (exp S, exp B) is a local subsemigroup of G and L(S) = T(exp S). 
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The generalisation of Lie’s first fundamental theorem to local semigroups 
has been known for some time [21, 10, 121: 
PROPOSITION 0.4. If (S, B) is a local semigroup in a Dynkin algebra L 
and tf we set W = L(S), then W satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) w+ w= w. 
(p) iw+. w= w. 
(y) w= w. 
(6) eadrW= Wfor all xE Wn -W. 
(E) f(adx) WC Wfor all xc Wn -W. 
Here ad x: L -+ L is the derivation given by (ad x)(y) = [x, y], andf‘(T) = 
C,“= l (( - l)“/n!) T”- ‘, th e everywhere convergent power series given by 
-Tf(T)=e-r- 1. 
It turns out that (E) is a consequence of the other four conditions. 
DEFINITION 0.5. If L is a real completely normable vector space, then 
any subset W satisfying the conditions (cx), (fi), and (7) in 0.4 is called a 
wedge. The maximal vector subspace W n - W contained in W is called the 
edge of the wedge and is written H(W). A wedge with zero edge is called a 
cone. We say that W is a split wedge, if L contains a closed vector subspace 
complement for H( W) and the cone W/H{ IV) satisfies a technical condition 
(to be specified in 1.4). If L is a Dynkin algebra then a wedge satisfying (cY), 
(/I), (y), and (6) of 0.4 is called a Lie wedge. 
In a finite dimensional vector space, every wedge is split. Sometimes 
wedges are called closed cones, and what we call cones are specified as 
proper closed cones; we find our terminology convenient and intuitive for 
our purposes. 
An easy consequence of the definitions is the following 
Remark 0.6. The edge of a Lie wedge is a Lie algebra. 
(See, e.g., [ 111). One finds readily 3-dimensional Lie algebras with 
wedges whose edges are l-dimensional (hence a Lie algebra) but which fail 
to be Lie wedges. The generalisation of Lie’s third fundamental theorem for 
local semigroups has been conjectured for a while for finite dimensional Lie 
algebras: 
THEOREM 0.7. Let W be a split Lie wedge in a Dynkin algebra Then 
there is a local semigroup (S, B) in L such that W= L(S). 
A complete and detailed proof of this theorem is not in the literature and 
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is the objective of this paper. Partial results were given by Ol’shanskii [21] 
and by Hofmann and Lawson [12, 131. 
If L is a finite dimensional Lie algebra and B a Campbell-Hausdorff 
neighborhood, then the function A -+ (A n B, B) which associates with a 
subalgebra of L a local group with respect to B is a bijection from the set 
of Lie subalgebras of L onto the set of all connected, relatively closed local 
subgroups of B. However, there will be more connected relatively closed 
local semigroups than Lie wedges. Even the simplest examples illustrate 
what one has to watch out for: In L = IF!*, the semigroups S, = 1w + x (0) 
and S, = {(x, y) E [w*: 0 <x and lyl 6 x’} are closed and connected and 
have the same Lie wedge IF!+ x (0); and this situation prevails for the local 
semigroups (S, n B, B) and (S?_ n B, B) for arbitarily small zero- 
neighborhoods B. Thus one should restrict one’s attention in the semigroup 
case to those local semigroups which are “infinitesimally generated.” Indeed 
if B is a Campbell-Hausdorff neighborhood in a Dynkin algebra and W 
any set of vectors satisfying (p), then there is a unique smallest local 
semigroup (S, B) with Wn Bc S; we call it the local semigroup with respect 
to B generated by W and denote it ( Wn BjB. Its relative closure 
cl,( Wn B)B in B is then the unique smallest relatively closed local 
semigroup containing W n B. We will call such a local semigroup a local 
Lie semigroup with respect to B. It is now tempting to think that for a 
given, suitably small but fixed Campbell-Hausdorff neighborhood B there 
is a bijection between Lie wedges and the local Lie semigroups they 
generate with respect to B. However, this is not the case as the following 
simple example illustrates: Let L = SO(~), i.e., the euclidean space iw3 with 
the vector product as Lie bracket [x, ~1. Let B be an arbitrary open fixed 
ball around 0 of sufficiently small size and let W,, be the cone {(x, y, L): 
06x* + y2 <nn:*, 0 GZ}, n = 1,2 ,.... Suppose we could choose B 
uniformly in such a fashion that there is a local Lie semigroup S, with 
respect to B generated by W,,. (We know by Theorem 0.7 that for each n 
there is a Campbell-Hausdorff neighborhood B, with a local semigroup S, 
with respect to B, such that L(S,)= W,.) Then, since the W,, increase, so 
will the S,,, and thus their union S is a local semigroup with respect to B. If 
s = (x, J’,O) E S,, then by rotational symmetry also -s E S,,, whence IR. s c 
L(S,) by Proposition 4.5 on p. 162 of [ll]. But since L(S,)= W,, this 
implies s = 0. Hence S,, is contained in the upper half space W= {(x, J, 2): 
z > 0 j. It follows that S c W. On the other hand, the union of all cones W, 
is contained in S and is dense in W. Therefore L(S) = W. Thus the edge 
H(W)= {(x, I’,-“): z=O} would have to be a subalgebra by Remark 0.6. 
But SO(~) does not contain any two dimensional subalgebras. This con- 
tradiction shows that we cannot expect a construction of local semigroups 
(S, B) which is uniform in B and S being generated by all possible Lie 
wedged W in L. In this direction, Theorem 0.7 cannot be improved. 
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We have discussed the local theory inside a given Dynkin algebra. But 
these results, of course, translate into results inside a Lie group G. (We 
keep in mind, however, that, in infinite dimensions, not every Dynkin 
algebra is the Lie algebra of a Lie group!) If G is a Lie group and W a Lie 
wedge in L(G), then Theorem 0.7 secures the existence of a local semigroup 
(r, U) in G with respect to a suitable neighborhood U of 1 such that the set 
T(T) of tangent vectors of I- is exactly W. Just as in the case of local 
groups we can now consider the semigroup H = u { r”: n = 1, 2,... }. Even in 
the case of local groups we observed in a simple example that T(H) may be 
different from T(T); in the case of local semigroups this occurs in different 
and more drastic ways due to the fact that frequently r is not ruled by 
local one parameter semigroups. Thus, if G is compact connected and the 
interior p of r is non-empty (which is the case whenever W - W = L(G)! ), 
then there is a natural number n with r” 3 p’ u . ‘. u (r”)ll I> G. The local 
structure of r is thus totally obliterated in some finite power. Thus while 
local semigroups abound even in compact Lie groups by Theorem 0.7, they 
are not the restriction of global semigroups to identity neighborhoods, in 
general. Non-compact Lie groups, however, are relatively rich in global 
semigroups (as the example of S1(2, R) and its universal covering group 
already shows, see [S]), but a global theory of semigroups in Lie groups 
remains urgently on the agenda, while the local theory of semigroups in a 
Lie group in the sense of Sophus Lie is complete with the main theorem of 
this article. 
Some historical remarks are in order. An excellent overview of Sophus 
Lie’s original approach is contained in Bourbaki’s “Note Historique” in the 
second volume of the sequence “Groupes et algebres de Lie” [ 1, pp. 290ff]. 
Except for a footnote, not much emphasis is placed on the fact that Lie’s 
original approach actually concerned local semigroups rather than local 
groups under the name of “Transformationsgruppe.” This aspect of the 
historical background is discussed by Hofmann and Lawson in [ 121. A 
precise extension of Sophus Lie’s program for semigroups remained in 
abbeyance for a long time even while semigroups began to play an 
increasingly important role in functional analysis. The second edition of the 
landmark book by Hille and Phillips on semigroups in functional analysis 
[16] contains somewhat inconclusive first attempts, and the technical com- 
plications arising from dealing with semigroups rather than groups seem to 
have acted as a deterrent, while applications, in the meantime demanded a 
systematic treatment of Lie semigroups. Loewner probably was the first 
one to have studied semigroups in Lie groups in differential geometry [ 191. 
The study of causality in relativity now calls for a precise understandmg of 
the relation between cones, semigroups, and symmetric spaces (see, e.g., 
[21, 22, 24, 251). Semigroups in Lie groups were introduced in geometric 
control theory [2,9, 171 and the methods we use in the proof of the main 
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result resemble some of the methods used in optimal control. The concept 
which we call a Lie wedge in this paper was first introduced by Ol’shanskii 
[20,21] and, independently, by Hofmann and Lawson [lo, 121. 
Ol’shanskii states in [21] a form of Theorem 0.7 for finite dimensional Lie 
algebras. His outline of a proof contains important ideas but is too short to 
be comprehensible. His proof is also based on the hypothesis that the Lie 
algebra L is the Lie algebra of a finite dimensional Lie group G in such a 
fashion that the analytic subgroup A of G generated by the edge H(W) of 
the given Lie wedge is closed in G. We shall give a simple example in this 
paper that this hypothesis need not be satisfied. Hofmann and Lawson 
proved special cases of the main theorem [l l-151; their hypothesis was the 
existence of a vector space complement L, for H(W) in L such that 
CWWL,lcL,. 
Since the proof of the main theorem is surprisingly long and technical, 
we give an overview of its strategy: If B is a fixed Campbell-Hausdorff 
neighborhood in a Dynkin algebra, we have the left- and right-translations 
j”,., p, : B + L given for X, y E B by j-,(y) = x * !: = p,(x). Their derivatives, 
such as &,(y) are linear operators L -+ L which can be explicitly 
calculated. E.g., we have d;C,(O) = g(ad x), where g(T) is the power series 
I + $r+ C,:=, (h,,,/(2n)!) T*” (with the Bernoulli numbers h2,,) of radius 271. 
One observes that &,(O)(dp,(O)) ’ = P-‘. We now consider the given 
wedge W and look at the transform P’(x) = A,(O) W. In generalisation of 
the concept of a vector field we thus have a wedge field. It is readily seen to 
be left invariant in the sense that 
CL) cli.,-(-v) v(y) = v(x * y), .Y, I’ E B. 
It is not invariant; however, the Lie wedge condition (6) of 0.4 secures a 
partial right invariance condition which is absolutely crucial in the whole 
proof: 
(RI dp,(x) P’(x) = V(x * h), xEB,hEBnH(W). 
The basic idea now is to produce the local semigroup we want “by 
integrating the invariant wedge field V.” By this we mean to consider the 
set of all continuous and piecewise differentiable functions U: [0, T,] -+ B 
with u(0) = 0 and u’(t) E V(u(t)). Call this set 9(B) and let S(B) be the set 
of all endpoints u( T,) of paths given by these functions. The left invariance 
of the wedge field allows us to conclude that the concatenation of two path 
functions U, II E 9(B) defined by w(t) = u(t) for t E [0, T,[ and by w(t) = 
u( T,) * u(t - T,) for t E [T,, T, + T,] satisfies w’(t) E V(w( t)) whenever 
I E B. But even if the endpoint w( T,, + T,) = u( T,) * u( T,) is in B, there 
is no guarantee that the entire path defined by w  remains in B at all time. 
This is the cause for much of the difficulty. We must withdraw into a 
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smaller Campbell-Hausdorff neighborhood C with C * Cc B which we 
want to construct in such a fashion that for every path u E 9(B) in B whose 
endpoint u(T,) is in C we find a path w  E 9(C) in C with the same 
endpoint w( T,,) = u( T,). Such a path we will call a rerouting of U. The right 
invariance condition (R) is used in establishing this rerouting. Once this is 
established, we have a local semigroup (S(C), C) with respect to C. Now 
the question is whether it has the right tangents. The initial velocities u’(0) 
of the u E 9(C) belong to the tangents of S(C) at 0, and the u(t) = t. x with 
x E W are quickly seen to give paths u E 9(C) for small enough t. Thus 
WC L(S(C)). The problem then is the reverse inclusion. It is here where we 
use a device from the geometry of wedges, namely, that we can “open up” a 
wedge W to a “surrounding” wedge W, which has still the same edge as W, 
but “otherwise contains W in its interior.” Every wedge W is the intersec- 
tion of such surrounding wedges W,; it therefore suffices to show that 
L(S(C)) c W, for any surrounding W,. Here, too it is the edge which 
causes problems. It is therefore very useful to have additional information 
coming out of the rerouting technique: Actually S(C) is constructed in such 
a fashion that, for a preassigned vector space complement L, of H( W) in 
L, we have S(C) = S, * S, with a local subgroup S, which is a O- 
neighborhood in H(W) and where S, is a certain cross-section for the local 
orbits of S, in S(C) under the action on the right. Thus L(S(B)) = 
L(S,)@ L(S,) = L(S,)@ H( W) so that it suffices to prove that US,) c W,. 
Even though S, is no longer a local semigroup, this can be accomplished 
since S, contains no invertible elements other than 0. In fact it turns out 
that L(S,)= Wn L,. 
The entire construction is not much harder for Dynkin algebras than it is 
for finite dimensional Lie algebras, except that certain geometric 
assumptions have to be made which do not even appear on the horizon in 
the finite dimensional case: If L is a Dynkin algebra we still need a closed 
vector space complement L, for H( W), and the existence of such a com- 
plement is an additional hypothesis in the infinite dimensional case. At the 
end of the article we refer to some examples of very simple nature which we 
do not present as a justification of the result, but as a help to develop an 
intuition for the problem. 
The authors acknwowledge with gratitude the continued interest of Law- 
son, Baton Rouge, the comments of Vinberg, Moscow, and the careful 
scrutiny of the manuscript by the referee. 
1. WEDGES AND NORMS 
Primarily we are interested in finite dimensional real vector spaces. But a 
good deal of the theory works in completely normable real vector spaces. 
Once a wedge is given in such a space, it is useful to pick a norm which 
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defines the topology of the vector space and is compatible with the wedge 
in a sense which we will make precise in this section. For the purpose of 
easy reference we begin with the standard definitions: 
DEFINITION 1.1. A subset W of a completely normable real vector space 
L is called a wedge if and only if it satisfies the following three conditions: 
(i) W+ W= W, 
(ii) rW= W for all r>O, 
(iii) IV= W. 
The largest vector space Wn - W contained in W is called its edge and is 
written H(W) (or shortly H, if no confusion is possible). A cone is a wedge 
with singleton edge. The morphism associated with a wedge is the quotient 
morphism xc: L -+ L/H; the cone 7c( W) is also written W/H and is called the 
canonical cone associated with W. The set of all wedges in L will be written 
I ‘(L) or simply %‘. 
It is readily verified that the image n(W) of a wedge under the morphism 
associated with it is a cone indeed, so that we are justified in calling W/H 
the canonical cone associated with W. 
If CIJ is a continuous linear functional on L and o ‘(0) n W= {0} for a 
wedge W, then the wedge is a cone, and if W is finite dimensional (i.e., if 
the vector space W-W generated by W in L is finite dimensional), then 
w  ‘( 1) is compact; such a set is called a compact base of W. If W is infinite 
dimensional, then w-‘( 1) may not even be bounded; this is then a special 
property which was discussed by Hofmann and Lawson in [ 121: 
DEFINITION 1.2. A wedge W in a completely normable space L is called 
strictly positive, iff there is a continuous linear functional w  on L such that 
W(X) 3 0 for all x E W with w(x) = 0 for x E W if and only if x = 0, and that 
w  ‘( 1) is bounded in L. 
Of course, a strictly positive wedge is always a cone, but only in finite 
dimensional vector spaces L is every cone strictly positive. In [ 121 Hof- 
mann and Lawson recorded a proof of the following simple lemma, which 
connects strict positivity with norms that are compatible with cones 
LEMMA 1.3. For u wedge W in a completely normable vector space L the 
following statements are equivalent: 
( 1 ) W is strictly positioe. 
(2 ) There is a norm on L defining the topology which is additive on W. 
(See [12, Lemma 1.11.) 
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If L is finite dimensional, then the edge H of any wedge allows a vector 
space complement L, such that L = L, @ H and that W= (L, n W) @ H 
with a cone L, n W which is mapped isomorphically onto the cone W/H 
associated with W under the morphism associated with W. The projection 
p: L -+ L with image H and kernel L, completely determines the direct 
decomposition L = L, @ H. If L is an arbitrary completely normable vector 
space, the existence of a continuous projection p = p2 with im p = H is 
equivalent to the existence of a closed vector space complement L, = ker p 
for H; this follows readily from the open mapping theorem. This leads us to 
the following definition: 
DEFINITION 1.4. A wedge W in a completely normable space L is called 
spliz, iff the following two conditions are satisfied: (i) The canonical cone 
W/H is strictly positive, and (ii) the edge H is a homomorphic retract of L, 
i.e., there is a continuous projection p = p2: L -+ L with H = p(L). 
Every finite dimensional wedge W in a completely normable space is 
split. If W is a split wedge in L with defining projection p, then the function 
x + (x-p(x), p(x)): L -+ L, x H with L, = ker p =im(l - p) is an 
isomorphism of vector spaces which maps W isomorphically onto 
(L, n W) x H, the direct product of a cone which is isomorphic to the cone 
W/H associated with W, and the edge H. Thus split cones decompose 
neatly, but of course not canonically. Since W/H is strictly positive in L/H, 
we know that L, n W is strictly positive in L, , whence by Lemma 1.3 we 
have a norm on L, which is additive on L, n W. Thus, on split wedges we 
have convenient norms: 
Remark 1.5. If W is a split wedge in a completely normable space L, 
then there is a norm on L associated with a given homomorphic retraction 
p on H such that 
(i) x = X, + h with x, = x - p(x), h = p(x) implies (2 = 
maxi /,~,I, Ihl 1, 
(ii) 1.1 is additive on L, n W. 
We need a strong containment relation for wedges. 
DEFINITION 1.6. We say that a wedge W surrounds a cone V iff V 
is strictly positive and there is a continuous linear functional o on L 
which is positive on fl{ 0} such that o ‘( 1) is bounded, and that there 
is an open neighborhood N of 0 in w-‘(O) such that VCR+. 
((w ‘( 1) n V) + N) c W. We say that a wedge W surrounds a wedge V, 
written VC W iff W/H( V) surrounds the cone V/H(V). 
If W surrounds P’, then V\H( V) is in the interior of W. 
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Remark 1.7. (a) For I’, WE ?f(L) we have V c W iff V/ilH( V) c 
W/W 0 
(b) For every split wedge VE ?‘f(L) we have 
v= (){ WE W(L): vc W}. 
Proqf: (a) Immediate consequence of Definition 1.6. 
To show (b), it suffices to assume V strictly positive. If o is the con- 
tinuous linear functional guaranteed by Definition 1.2, we denote the boun- 
ded set oP’(1)n V by K and pick a vector kcK. If we write E=o ‘(0) 
we may identify L with E x R via .X + (X - o(x). k, w(.x)) so that the cone 
V becomes identified with the set R’+ . ((K-k) x { 1)). The closed set K-k 
in E is the intersection of the closed convex neighborhoods ((K-k) + N) 
with an open ball N around 0 in E. If we set W, = aB’ ((K-k) + N) x 
{ 1 ), then V c W, and V is the intersection of the W, as N ranges through 
the open balls around 0 in E. 1 
In finite dimensional vector spaces, W surrounds V iff I”\H( V) c 
interior W. 
2. INVARIANT WEDGE FIELDS 
A vector field on an open set B of a completely normable vector space L 
is a function X: B--f L; among other things it associates with each point 
x E B the wedge R + . X(x). The following definition generalizes this idea: 
DEFINITION 2.1. A uie&e field on an open set B of a completeIy nor- 
mable vector space L is a function V: B + w‘(L). If G is a set of differen- 
tiable maps g: B + L we say that the wedge field V is G-invariant iff for all 
gEG we have 
dg(x) V(x) c V(gx) for x, gx E B, 
where dg(x): L + L is the derivative of g in the point x. 
A vector field X on B which satisfies a Lipschitz condition defines a flow 
on B. In other words, for each XE B there is a differentiable function U: 
[O, r,] + B with u(0) = x and u’(t) = X(u(t)). This idea we can generalize 
to wedge fields in the following fashion: 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let B be an open set in a completely normable space 
and V: B + w(L) a wedge field on B. We then denote with 9( V, x) the set 
of all functions U: [0, r,] -+ B satisfying the following conditions: 
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(i) u is piecewise continuously differentiable and continuous. 
(ii) The right derivative u’f t) = hm, .+ /,.$, I (s - f)-- ‘(u(s) - U(I)) exists 
in all points of [O, r,[, and is continuous from the right. 
(iii) u’(~)E Vu(t)) and u(O)=x. 
(iv) U’ has a limit on the left in all points of [0, T,,[ 
Furthermore, we write S( V, X) for the set of all points y E B for which 
there is a u E 9( V, x) with u( T,) = I’. 
For the most part we are interested in the case x = 0 in which we simply 
write B(E) instead of 53( I/) B’, 0) for each open neighborhood B’ of 0 in B; 
likewise S(B’) = S( Vj B’, 0). 
The local semigroups we shall construct in Lie algebras will be of the 
form S( B’) for certain wedge fields V. The following observations anticipate 
this goal. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G he us ahotie and let V: B + #‘(L) he a G-invariant 
Kvdge ,field. Suppose that u, v E 9(B) and g E G satisfy the following con- 
ditions: (i) g0 = u( T,,), (ii) gc( [0, T,.]) c B. We define vv: [0, T, + T,.] ---) B 
for \v(t)=u(t) Hal tE[O, T,,[ and ~Z’(t)=gt!(t-T,,).for tE[T,, T,+T,,]. 
Then NOES andgu(T,.)ES(B). 
Prooj: Since M?(T,, + T,.) = gu( T,.), it suffices to show that M: E 9(B). 
Since II and L’ are continuous and piecewise differentiable and g0 = go(O) = 
u(T,,), the function M, is continuous and piecewise differentiable. Also, its 
right derivatives exist everywhere on [O, T,, + 7’,.[, since u and v have right 
derivatives on [0, T,[ and [IO, T,[, respectively. If t E [0, T,[, we have 
w’(r)=u’(t)E V(u(t))= V(w(t)), and if tE [IT,,, T,,+ T,.[, we find d(t)= 
(gr;( r - T,))’ = dg( v( t - T,,)) ’ u’( t - T,) (by the chain rule) c dg(v( f - T,,)) 
V(v( t - T,)) (since c E Y(B)) c V( gu(t - T,)) (since V is G-invariant) = 
V(w(t)). The existence of limits on the left of \c’ follows from the 
corresponding existence of left limits of U’ and c’. 1 
We will also say that the function M’ arises from the functions u and t: 
through concc~tenarion. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let B be an open neighborhood of 0 in a completely 
normable vector space L and SC B a subset. We say that a function ’ : 
S x S + L makes S into a local semigroup with respect to B provided that 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) O~x=x~O=.x for all XES. 
(ii) (S0S)nBcS. 
(iii) If X, J: 2, xc .Y, VCZ, XC (yoz), and (xr y)nz are all defined and 
in S, then x~(,I~~:~)-(.v~~) I’. 
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Examples arise in the following context: 
LEMMA 2.5. Let 3’ c B be an open neighborhood of 0 in L and G a set qf 
transformations g: B + L containing the inclusion i: B + L. Suppose that the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(A) ForallxEB thercisag,EGsuch thatg,O=xandg,B’CB. 
(B) gO=hO~B’,forg,h~Gimplirsg=h. 
(C) For all x, J E B’ M?e have g, g,. E G. 
IJ‘ we now define r.: B’ + L b-v x s: y = g-, y, then (B’, I) ) is a local semigroup 
kvith respect to B’. 
Proof Firstly we note gOO = 0 = i0 whence g, = i by (B). Now we have 
0 3 ,Y = g,x = i(x) = x and x 0 0 = g,O = x by (A). This shows 2.4(i). Next 
suppose that xo J* = g.,J’, ~‘1 I” = g,z as well as I- (~0 z) = g,g,,z and 
((*Y-‘)‘)‘,z=g, ,z are all in B’ together with x, y, -7. By (C) we know that 
g, g, EC. From g,g,.O=g,?:=x’~~~= g, ,,O and (B) we conclude g,g,.= 
TTY Hence .Y 0 (I’ z) = (.v y) 3 ;. Since the relation (B’o B’) n B’ c B’ is 
obvious the lemma is proved. 1 
The following proposition now indicates the direction of our main result 
on the construction of certain local semigroups: 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let V: B --, W(L) be a Lcedge field on an open set of u 
completely normable vector space space. Suppose that B’ is an open 
neighborhood ?fO in L and that G is a set qfdifferentiable transformations g: 
B-t L satisjj,Y.irzg the conditions (A), (B), and (C) oj 2.5. We,further assume 
that V is G-invariant and that the .follo\+ing condition is satisfied: 
(D) If’ u E Q(B), and u( T,) E B’, then there is a L’ E 9?( B’) such that 
vi T, ) = 14 T,,). 
Then the set S(B’) is a local semigroup with respect to B’ ,for the partial 
operation 0 given by x 0 y = g., I’. 
Prooj: Since S(Z) is a subset of B’, in view of 2.5 we only have to show 
that (S(B’) 0 S(B’)) n B’ c S( B’). For this purpose we take x, y E S( B’) and 
suppose that I- 0 y = g, y E B’. Then we find functions u and u in Y(P) such 
that x = u( T,,) and y = u( T,). We define w: [0, T,, f T,] -+ B by con- 
catenation as in Lemma 2.3; because of condition 2.5(A) this is possible. 
Lemma 2.3 then shows that M‘ E 9(B). Since I 0 y = g, y = w( T,, + T,.) we 
can now apply condition (D) and obtain a function $ E 9(B’) such that 
x 2 .Y = M( T,, + T,) = %( T,.). But this shows xc y E S(B’) according to the 
detinition of this set in 2.2. 1 
We see that the “rerouting condition” (D) is essential for the proof. 
Much of the effort in proving our theorem goes into establishing this 
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rerouting possibility. Another problem which remains to be investigated is 
the determination of the set of tangent vectors of S(B’) at 0. This problem, 
too can only be attacked after we have specialized our setting to Dynkin 
algebras. 
3. THE REROUTING THEOREM 
From now on we let L be a Dynkin algebra, i.e., a real Lie algebra on a 
completely normable vector space with a continuous Lie bracket, and W a 
split wedge in L on which further hypotheses will be imposed later on. 
Recall again that any finite dimensional real Lie algebra is a Dynkin 
algebra and every wedge in it is split. If we temporarily consider a norm on 
L satisfying ) [x, ~~11 6 Ix/ )y( then we know that the Campbell-Hausdorff 
series x * ,V =x + J + f[.~, I’] + . converges absolutely for 1x1 + (~1 < 
log 2. The power series 
y h2H g(T)=T(l-e-7‘) I=,+++ c - 
,,= ] (2n)! T2” 
has radius of convergence 2n; hence the operator g(ad X) is well defined for 
1x1 < 27~. We fix an open ball B around 0 such that, firstly, B * B is well 
defined and is still contained in a neighborhood N of 0 such that x * J is 
still defined for X, y E N and that g(ad X) is defined for x E B. We set f( 7’) = 
(l-e r)/T. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For x E B we define the local left (resp. right) trans- 
lations I.,, pl: B--f L given by A,(v) = x * J’= p,,(s). 
The local left and right translation are analytic maps. The following 
observations will be useful in the subsequent discussions. 
LEMMA 3.2. (i) &JO) = g(ad x) and di,(O)-’ =,f(adx) for .YE 13. 
(ii) d,I.(O).&.(O)~ ‘=eadrfor XEB. 
(iii) dE,,(y)=d~,*,.(O)d~,.(O)~‘=g(adx*~)f(ady)fi?rx,yEB. 
(iv) 4,(-x) = hp, * JO) 4,(O) ‘. 
(v) The derivative dM(x, y): L x L -+ L of the analytical .function M: 
BxB-+L, M(x,.v)=x*y is given by M(x,y)(u,u)=dp,.(x)(u)+ 
di,AY)(U). 
ProoJ (i) There is a power series r( T,, T2) in two (non-commuting) 
variables such that T, * T, = T, + g(ad T,) T2 + r(T,, T2) and that every 
summand of r has a degree in TZ exceeding 1. (See [ 11). This proves the 
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first assertion of (i). The second is a consequence of the fact that 
dT)f(T) = 1. 
(ii) We have Il,(y)=x*y=x*(y*z)* -x=PdX(y*x)= 
(eadxp .)( y). The chain rule then yields d%,(O) = eadr dp JO), which 
yields (ii ). 
(iii) From E., * v = JL.,& the chain rule yields d3., I ,,(O) = d(A,E,,)(O) = 
&,(y) dL&O) which gives (iii) in view of (i). 
(iv) Follows analogously. 
(v) In view of M( -, y) = pJ and M(x, . ) = jL1 this statement is stan- 
dard calculus of two variables. 1 
It should be clear that explicit formulae for the derivatives of the local 
right translations are also available; one possibility is to compute them via 
(ii) from the formula for the local left translations. 
We are now ready for the definition of the relevant wedge field on B: 
DEFINITION 3.3. For the given wedge W in L we define the wedge field 
Y: B-+ ,W(L) by V(x)= g(ad x) W. 
LEMMA 3.4. (a) The set G = {A,: XE B} satisfies conditions (A), (B), 
and (C)for any open neighborhood B’ of 0 with B’ * B’ c B. 
(b) The wedge field V is G-invariant. 
Proqf: (a) is straightforward from the fact that (B, *) is a local group 
with respect to B. In order to prove (b) we calculate di.J y) V(y) = 
dl.,(y) g(ad 2’) W=dl,, JO) W (by 3.2(i) and (iii)) = V(x* y)= V(L,y) 
for X, YE B. By 2.1, this proves the lemma. 1 
A glance back to Proposition 2.6 now shows that we must now address 
the rerouting condition 2.6(D) in order to produce the local semigroups 
S(B’) in the present context. The first preparations now need additional 
hypotheses on the wedge W. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that the edge H = H(W) of the wedge is a sub- 
algebra of L. If x, h, x * h E B, and h, v E H, UE L, then dM(x, h)(u, v) E 
@,(x)(u) + d;l, _ ,,(O)(H) = &,(x)(u) + f’7-x * h). 
Proof By 3.2(v) we have dM(x, h)( U, u) = dp,(x)(u) + dA.(h)(v). But by 
3.2(iii) we know dA.Jh)(v) = dl., . ,(O)f(ad h)(v). Since H is a subalgebra, 
,f(ad h)(v) E H. The remainder follows from Definition 3.3. 1 
The following lemma is crucial insofar as it is here that the principal 
hypothesis on the wedge W is used. 
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LEMMA 3.6. Suppose that the edge H = H( W) of the wedge satisjzes 
e adx W = W.for all x E H. Then x, h, x * h E B and h E H implies 
V(x * h) = dp/,(x) V(x). 
Proof: By Definition 3.3 we first note that V(x * h) = d2, * h(O) W. Now 
W= eadhW (by hypothesis) =d&(O)-‘dp,,(O) W, by 3.2(ii). Hence 
di...,(O) W=djw,Y.,, (0) d2h(0)em1 dp,(O) W= d)-,(h) dp,(O) W (by 3.2(iii)) = 
d(E,,p,(O)) W (by the chain rule)=d((p,j~,X)(0) W (by the associativity 
of *)=dp,(x) dl,(O) W (by the chain rule once again)=dp,(x) V(x) by 
Definition 3.3. 1 
This lemma secures a certain degree of right invariance of the wedge field 
V which otherwise is primarily left invariant by 3.4(b). This information 
will allow us to prove the needed rerouting theorem. At this time we use 
the hypothesis that W is a split wedge in order to retreat into a smaller 
neighborhood inside B which is given by canonical coordinates of the 
second kind associated with the decomposition L = L, 0 H with L, = ker p 
according to 1.4 and the following paragraph. Specifically, the restriction ti: 
(L, n B) x (Hn B) -+ L of the function M given by x(x1, h) =x, * h has the 
differential given by dK(O, O)(u, u) = dp,(u) + d&(u) = u + v in view of 
3.2(v). Up to terms of first order, it agrees therefore with the isomorphism 
(u, u) -+ u + v: L, x H -+ L of completely normable vector spaces. Thus by 
the inverse mapping theorem, K is a local diffeomorphism at (0, 0). 
Specifically, this means that for each neighborhood N of 0 there exist con- 
vex symmetric open neighborhoods C, and C, of 0 in L1 and H, respec- 
tively, such that K(C, x C,) is an open neighborhood of 0 contained in N 
and that the restriction of K defines a diffeomorphism ,LL: C, x C, -+ C. 
There are differentiable maps p, : C -+ C1 and pH: C -+ C, defined by p, = 
pr,,, g P ’ and pH = pr(.,$ c p ‘; these maps allow a unique *-product decom- 
position of each element x E C in the form x = p,(x) * pH(x). 
For the record, we recall 
DEFINITION 3.7. A wedge W in a Dynkin algebra L is called a Lie 
wedge iff eadr W = W for all x from the edge H = H( W). We will also call 
such wedges edge invariant. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. (Rerouting theorem). Let W he a split Lie wedge in 
a Dynkin algebra L. Decompose L in the form L, @ H accordingly and select 
convex zero neighborhoods C,, C, and C in L,, H and L, respectively, so 
that (x,, h) -+x, * h: C, x C, -+ Cc B is a diffeomorphism. Then for any 
u E 9(C) we define U: [0, T, + 1 ] + C by 
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FICUKE 1 
i(t) = Pl(u(r)) for [E co, T,,C, 
= Pl(U(T,,)) * (t - T!,) PH(4TJ) .for tg CT,,, T,+ 11. 
Then U E g(C) and ii( T,) = u( T,,), T, = T, + 1, see Fig. 1. 
ProojY We write u,(t) =p,(u(t)) and h(t)= pJ~(f)). First let TV 
[0, T,[. Then u(r) = K(u!(~), h(t)), whence u’(l) =dti(u,(t), h(r)) 
(u’,(t), h’(f))~dp,zc,,(ul(t))(u’,(f)) + &,,,,(O) H by Lemma 3.5. It follows 
that d~h~,,(~,(t))(~;(t)) E u’(t) + d&,,(O) Hc Vu(t)) + d&,,,(O) W (since 
u~9(C) and Hc W)= V(u(t)) (by3.3)= V(u(t)). But then u;(t)~ 
u’pm,(u,(r)V ’ U4r)) = b/,(rj(~,(t)) ’ Vu,(f) * h(r)) = &m(~,(f)).~ ’ 
LQ~,,,)(u,(~)) V(u,(t))= V(u,(t)) by Lemma 3.6. Thus it follows that u’(t)6 
V(G(t)) for tE [0, r,[. Next let TV [T,, T,,+ l[. Let us set x=u,(T,) and 
k(t) = (t - T,) h( T,). Then u(t) = x * k(t) = A,k(t). Since C, is convex and 
h( T,) E C, we have u(t) E x * C, c C. Moreover, G’(r) = dA,(k( t)) k’(t) = 
Li; w,.k(tJO) d&,,,(O)- ’ k’(t) (by 3.2(iii)) = d&,,,(O) f(ad k(t)) k’(r) E 
&,,,,(O) H (since H is a subalgebra and k(t) as well as k’(t) are in H) c 
dlw3.,,,,(0) W=V(zi(t)). Since x*k(T,+l)=u,(T,,)*h(T,)=u(T,), the 
proposition is proved. 1 
Our next aim is to show that the rerouting constructed in 3.8 actually 
stays near 0 in order to guarantee condition (D) of 2.6. 
4. THE CONSTRUCTION OF LOCAL SEMIGROUPS 
In order to appreciate the difficulty we still have to overcome assume for 
a moment that W is a cone in a finite dimensional Lie algebra. Then 
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H= {O} and L = L,. Even in this special situation the problem of proving 
condition (D) of 2.6 remains. This case was treated in a paper by itself by 
Hofmann and Lawson in [ 121. The methods were slightly different, but the 
problem which one has to overcome was still the same-although not com- 
plicated by the edge and the particular Lie algebra structure. In a sense we 
reduce our more complicated situation by “projecting on the cone con- 
figuration,” i.e., by projecting into L, ; however the rerouting shows that we 
have to project along H with respect to the local *-decomposition. 
Now let L be a fixed Dynkin algebra and start with a split wedge W, 
giving rise to a decomposition L = L, @ H. From the given wedge field on 
B, the open set of Section 3, we derive a new one by intersecting V(x) = 
g(ad x) W with L,. For sufficiently small x, this intersection should not 
vary very much from W, = Wn L, even though g(ad x) H may very well 
be different from H for arbitrarily small x. This intuitive idea must be 
rendered precise. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let W be a split wedge in a Dynkin algebra L. Let W, he a 
wedge surrounding W (see 1.6). Then the set {x E B: L, n V(x) c W,} is u 
neighborhood of 0 in L. 
Proof: We let p: L + L denote the projection associated with the 
splitting of W, i.e., L, = ker p and H = im p. For x E B’ we define a map q Y : 
L+L by qr=(l-p)(g(adx)p+(l-p)))‘, where B’ is an open 
neighborhood of 0 in B so small that g(adx)p-t(l-p)= 
1 - (1 - g(ad x)) p is invertible. 
Claim a. The map q1 is a projection with image L, and kernel 
g(ad x) H for small x. 
Proof of Claim a. We temporarily consider a fixed norm on L = L, @I H 
which satisfies Ix, + hi = /x, 1 + /hi. We assume that B’ is chosen so small 
that the operator norm II 1 - g(ad x)11 is less than 1 for XE B’. Now let 
h E H have unit norm. If g(ad x) h were in L, then its distance from h 
would be at least 1 so that 1 d Ig(ad x) h - hl < //g(ad x) - I/( \hl < 1. This 
contradiction shows that g(ad x) h cannot be in L,. (Notice that we have 
used the special choice of our norm!) We have shown that 
g(adx)HnL,={O}.Nowletu~L,.Setu=(g(adx)p+(l-p))~‘u,i.e., 
u=g(adx)p(u)+(l-p)o;theng(adx)p(u)=u-(l-p)oEL,;bywhat 
we have just shown this implies p(u) = 0 and thus u = (1 - p) V. But then 
q,Y(u) = (1 - p) u = u. Hence qY fixes the elements of L, . Now let h E H and 
set u = g(ad x) h. Then u = (g(ad x) p + ( I- p)) h whence q,l(u) = 
(1 - p) h = 0. Thus q; annihilates g(ad x) H, and Claim a is proved. 
We now assume that B’ is chosen so small that Claim a holds for x E B’. 
Claim b. For XE B’ we have V(x)n L, ~q~g(adx)(L, n W). 
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Proof of Claim b. We have V(x) n L, = L, n g(ad x) W=qX(L, n 
g(ad x) W) (since qX fixes the elements of L,) c q,-L1 n qXg(ad x) W= 
q\-g(ad x) W (since imq,=L,=q,L,)=q,g(adx)((L,n W)+H)= 
q,g(ad x)(L, n W), since q;g(ad x) H= (0) by Claim a. 
Now L, n W being isomorphic to W/H is strictly positive, hence is of the 
formL,nW=R+.KwithaclosedboundedsetK=w ‘(l)nL,nW.Let 
us abbreviate q,g(ad x) by r,; then rX depends continuously on x, and 
Y” = 1 - p. Since W,, surrounds W, then according to Definition 1.6, there is 
an i: > 0 such that with the open ball N of radius c we have K+ N c W,. 
Now let a = sup{ jkl: k E K} and choose an open neighborhood B” so small 
that x E B” implies l/rl. - (1 - p)ll < (a + l)- ‘E. Then k E K and x E B” 
implies Ir,k-kl=Ir,k-(l-p)kl<Ilr,-(l-p)11 Ik(<(a+l))‘r:.a<c. 
Hence r,Kc K+ Nc W,,, and thus r,JL, n W)= R+ .r,Kc OX’. W,= W,, 
for all x E B”. In view of Claim b; this proves the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Let W be a split wedge in the Dynkin algebra L. We fix a 
surrounding split wedge W, with H( W,) = H( W) and introduce a norm ,for L 
and W, according to 1 S. Then we find open halls D, and D, around 0 in L, 
and H, respectivel-y, such that the open neighborhood D = D, * D, of 0 in L 
satisfies the following conclusions: (i) p,S(D) c W,. (ii) For aN u~9(D) 
the function t -+ lu,(t)l is non-decreasing, where u(t) = u,(t) * h(t) with 
u,(t)ED, and h(t)ED,. 
Proof We choose D, in C, and D, in C, of 3.8 so small that 
D = D, * D, is contained in the set of all x of B with L, n V(x) c W,; this 
is possible by Lemma 4.1. Now let USA: then we have u’,(t) E 
V(u,(t))c W,, since u,E~(D) by 3.8 and u,(t)ED,CD. Thus u’,(t)E 
W,nL,. It follows that u,(t)E W,,nL, for all tE [0, T,], because u,(t)= 
j;, u’,(s) ds. In p ar muar, u*(T,)=p,u(T,)~ W,. This proves (i). For t’ 1 
x E W,, n L, we have 1x1 = o(x) with a continuous linear functional as in 
Section 1. Thus for UE~(D) we have lu,(t)l =o(u,(t)) whose derivative is 
o(u;(t)). But since u;(t) E W,n L, by the first part of the proof, we know 
that this derivative is non-negative. Thus t -+ (u,(t)/ is non-decreasing. 1 
We are now ready for the construction of our local semigroup. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let W be a split Lie wedge in a Dynkin algebra L. 
Then there exists an open neighborhood D of 0 in L such that there are 
arbitrarily small open neighborhoods B’ of 0 such that 
(i) For all u E 9(D) with u( T,) E B’ there is a v E @(B’) with v( T,.) = 
u(T,,). 
(ii) S(B’) is a local semigroup with respect to B’. 
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FIGURE 2 
(iii) Zf S,(K) = p,(S(B’)) and S,(P) = pH(S(B’)), then (x,, h) + 
x, * h: S, (B’) x S,( B’) -+ S( B’) is a diffeomorphisrn. 
Moreover, S, (5’) = S(B’) n L, , and S,( B’) = S(B’) n H. 
Proof. (see Fig. 2). We fix D = D, * DH as in 4.2 and let B’, and B;, be 
arbitrarily small balls around 0 in D, and D,, respectively. We set B’ = 
B’, * Bh and begin by verifying (i). Thus let u E 9(D) with u( T,) E B’. We let 
U denote the rerouting of u according to 3.8. For 1 E [O, T,] we have 17(t) = 
u,(l). But u,(T,)EB’,, since u,(T,)* ~,u(T,))=u(T,)EB’=B; * B&, and 
ui( [0, T,]) c D, since u( [0, T,]) c D = D, * D,. By 4.2, the function 
t + lu,(t)l is non-decreasing, whence (u,(t)1 < lui(T,)I. Since B; is a ball we 
maynowconcludeu,(t)EB’, for all t~[0, T,]. For T,<t<T,+ 1 we have 
(t - T,) pHu( T,)) E B’,, since pH(u( T,)) E B& on account of u( T,) E B’ and 
since Bb is convex. Thus u(t) E u,( r,) * Bh c B’. It follows that U E 9(E) 
and that (i) is established with v = U. Conclusion (ii) now follows from 2.6. 
as soon as B; and Bh are so small that B’ * B’ E B. 
It remains to verify condition (iii). We begin with the last assertions. The 
relation S,(P) c S(B’) n L, follows from rerouting 3.8, and the reverse 
inclusion is obvious. Also, S,( B’) c Bh is clearly in S(Z) n H, while 
x,*h=k~H implies x,=k*(-h)EHnL,={O}, which shows S(B’)n 
H c B’H c S,(B’). Now we let x E S(B’). We have seen above that x = 
u,(T,) * pH(u( r,)) with u,(T~)E S,(E) and P~(u(T,))E S,(B’), whence 
S(B’) c S,(P) * S,(B’). Conversely, suppose that x, E S,(B’) and h E 
S,(E). Then we find a UE~(B’) with u(T,)=x,, since s,(B’)cS(B’) by 
what we showed first. Let U be a rerouting of u according to 3.8. Since 
x, EL, we have u,(T,) = ii( T,) =x,, where u, is defined as in 3.8. We now 
define a concatenation u’ as follows: w(t) = u,(r) for t E [O, Yf,[ and w(t) = 
x,*(t-T,)h for t~[T,,T,+ll. Then M(~)EB\*B;I for all tE 
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[0, T, + 11. Then by 2.3 we know w  E 9(F), and thus x1 * h = w( :,. + 1) E 
S(B’). Thus S,(E) * S,(Z) c S(B’). Since the map in (iii) is the restriction 
and corestriction of the diffeomorphism C, x C, -+ C, the equation 
S, (B’) * S,( B’) = S( B’) proves the rest. 1 
This is the point where we must address the question whether or not the 
tangent vectors of S(E) at 0 range precisely through the set IV. 
5. TANGENT SPACES 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let S be a subset of a completely normable vector 
space L. If s E S then a vector x of L is called a tangent uector of S in s iff 
there exists a sequence (T,,, S,)E R+ x S such that s = lim s, and x = 
lim rn(s,, -3). The set of all tangent vectors of S in s will be denoted L,,(S), 
and we will write L(S) for L,(S). It is easy to observe that L,Y(S) is a closed 
subset of L. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let L, and L, be completely normable vector spaces, B, an 
open neighborhood of 0 in L, and F: B, + L, a dtfferentiable map with 
F(O)=O. [f OeSc L,, then dF(O)(L(S))c L(F(S)). 
Proof: Let XE L(S), i.e., x=lim r,,s,, with lim s, ==O, s,ES. Then 
dF(0) s = lim r,, dF(0) s,. But F(.J,,) = dF(0) s, + o(n) with limjo(n)I/ls,, = 0. 
Then Ir,,F(s,) - r,dF(O) s,I = r,Jo(n)l = r,ls,i(lo(n)l/ls,l) converges to 
1.~1 ‘0 = 0. We conclude that dF(0) x = lim r,,F(s,) and lim F(s,) = 0. Thus 
dF(0) x E L(F(S)). 1 
LEMMA 5.3. If F: B, + Bz is a dtffeomorphism between open sets in two 
completely normable vector spaces such that F(0) = 0. Then the operator 
dF(0): L, -+ Lz induces an isomorphism L(S) --+ L(F(S)) of completely nor- 
mable spaces for all SC L, with 0 E S. 
Proof This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.2. 1 
LEMMA 5.4. Let u: B; x B;, + B’ be the dtffeomorphism occur&g in 4.3: 
u(s,,h)=x, *h. Then L(S(B’))=L(S,(B’))@HcL,@H. 
Proof Clearly L(H) = H and L(S,(B’) x S,(B’)) = L(S,(B’)) x 
USI,(B Now L(S(B’)) = L(p(S,(B’) x S,(B’)) (by 4.3(iii) = 
du(O)(L(S,(B’) x L(S,(B’)) (by 5.3 and the preceding remark) = 
L(S,(B’))@H, since du(O)(x,, h)=x, +h. 1 
This lemma finally reduces our task to showing that L( S, (B’)) = W n L, 
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LEMMA 5.5. L(S,(B')j= WnL,. 
Proof Claim a. Wn L, c L(S,(B’)). 
Proof of Claim a. Let x E W n L, . Then there is a positive T, such that 
u(t) = tx E B’, for t E [0, T,]. Moreover, u’(t) = x. If we assume that T, is 
small enough so that gfad T,x) is defined, then x= g(ad tx) XE 
g(ad u(t)) W= P’(u(t)) for all t E [0, T,]. Hence u~9(B’). Thus 
[0, T,] x = u( [0, T,]) c S(B’). Since x E LI we have u = u,, whence even 
[0, TU] XC S,(B’). Of course this implies XE L(S,(B’)). Thus Claim a is 
proved. 
Claimb. L(S,(B’))c WnL,. 
Proof of Claim b. First, we note that L(S1(B’))cL1, since S,(B’)cL,. 
It therefore suffices to show that L(S,(B’)) c W. Since W is the intersection 
of all surrounding wedges by 1.7, it suffices to show that L(S,(B’))c W,, 
where W, is an arbitrary wedge with W c W, c W, with W, fixed for the 
construction 4.2 and 4.3. By applying Lemma 4.2 with W, in place of W, 
we find B;‘cB’, and BI;,cB’, so small that S,(B”)=p[S(B”) with B”= 
B;’ * H’$ is contained in W,. The condition (i) of 4.3 shows that S(B”) = 
S(B’) n B”. If now x E L(S,(B’)) = L(S,(B”)), then x = lim r,,s, with s, E 
S, (B”) c W,, where s, + 0, 0 < Y,. It then follows that x E WI which we had 
to show. 1 
We can now summarize our findings in the following main theorem. 
MAIN THEOREM 5.6. Let W be a split Lie wedge in a Dynkin algebra L. 
Then there is an open neighborhood B of 0 in L and a local semigroup S c B 
with respect to B with L(S) = W. 
Moreover, if L = L, @ H( W) is a splitting of the completely normabie vec- 
tor space L, one may choose B and S in such a fashion that with S, = Sn L, 
and S,=SnH(W) the map (x,,h)+x,*h: S,xS,-+S is a dif- 
feomorphism, where S, is a local subgroup of H(W) with respect to 
BnH(W) and where L(S,)= WnL,. 
COROLLARY 5.7. A wedge in a finite dimensional real Lie algebra is the 
tangent wedge of a local semigroup with respect to some Campbell- 
Hausdorff neighborhood if and only if it is a Lie wedge. 1 
It is worthwhile to point out that in Theorem 5.6, the local factor S, is a 
local group while the complementary local factor S, is not in general a 
local semigroup: The concatenation of two functions u, u E S(B) with im u 
and im u in L, will not stay in L, : Indeed the derivative of w(t) = u( T,,) * 
v(t-TU)inapoint tE[T,,T,+T,,[ isdA,(v(t-T,))(v’(t-T,))withx= 
u( T,). Even if we consider t = T, we recognize that di,(O)u’(O) will not in 
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general be in Li since g(ad x) will not preserve L,. If a vector space com- 
plement L, for H(W) exists which satisfies [H( IV), f.,] c L,, then it was 
shown by Hofmann and Lawson in [ 131 that a local semigroup S with 
L(S) = W exists which is, in a suitably chosen neighborhood B of 0 
precisely the set of all elements s * h E B, where s ranges through a local 
semigroup S, with L(S,)= Wn L, and where h ranges through a 
neighborhood of 0 in H( IV). 
One sees easily that for any Campbell-Hausdorff neighborhood B in a 
Dynkin algebra L and any wedge W there is a unique smallest local 
semigroup (Bn W), with respect to B containing Bn W. Its closure 
cl,( B n W), in B is the smallest closed local semigroup in B containing 
Bn W. If now, in the situation of Theorem 5.6, we consider an element 
.r E S,(B) there is a function u E 9(B) with u = U, and u( T,) = s. By the 
definition of u we have u’(t) E g(ad u(t)) W, and from u = U, we also know 
u’(~)E L,. We set F(t) =f(ad u(t)) u’(t). Then F: [0, T,[ -+ L is piecewise 
continuous and has limits on the right and on the left wherever they make 
sense by Definition 2.2. Then u satisfies the differential equation u’(t) = 
g(ad u(f)) F(t) with u(O)=0 and F(t)~/“(ad u(t)) g(ad u(t)) W= W. By the 
results of Hofmann and Lawson in [15] we then conclude that u(~)E 
cl,( B n W),. We can say no more: even though u(t), u’(t) are in L, we 
may not conclude that F(t) is also in L, so that it is not clear that u(~)E 
cl,( B n Wn L, )B. However, our remark secures the containment S,(B) c 
cls(Bn W),. It is clear that S,(B)c Hn Bc (Bn W),. Since S,(B) * 
S,(B) = S(B) c B we have S(B) c cl,( B n W),. Thus we have shown the 
following supplement to the Main Theorem 5.6: 
SUPPLEMENT 5.8. Under the circumstances of Theorem 5.6, the local 
semigroup S is contained in the smallest closed local semigroup with respect 
to B which contains Bn W. 
We point out that this result on the minimality of the semigroup we con- 
structed influenced the choice of our path functions u in 2.2. The class we 
chose is, in a sense the class of smoothest functions still allowing sudden 
bends in finite number. For the actual construction, the continuity of the 
derivative is irrelevant; but the smaller the class of functions used the 
smaller the semigroup of endpoints will be, and in order to secure the 
minimality expressed in Supplement 5.8 we are interested in the smallest 
class of functions which still works comfortably. It was certainly a good 
thing to allow bends in order to make rerouting (3.8) possible. We have 
not given an explicit construction of the minimal semigroup (Bn W), 
itself. For a cone W such a construction was given by Hofmann and Law- 
son in [12]. 
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6. ILLUSTRATIONS 
In any nilpotent Dynkin algebra L, the Campbell-Hausdorff series x * y 
is a polynomial, whence L itself is a Campbell-Hausdorff neighborhood. 
This makes nilpotent Lie algebras ideally suited as test objects. Particularly 
suited are nilpotent algebras of class 2 for which we have x * y = 
x + y + i[x, y]. In this situation we have g(ad x) = 1 + 1 ad x andf(ad x) = 
g(ad x)-l = 1 - tad x. Thus for any wedge W in L and the accompanying 
wedge field V(x) = g(ad x) W we have y E V(x) iff YE g(ad x) W iff 
f(ad x) E W, i.e., 
(1) y E I’(x) if and only if y - t[x, y] E W for all x, y E L. 
For a concrete example we let E be a real Hilbert space, e.g., the 
euclidean space lR*, and let A: E -+ E be a skew hermitean non-zero 
operator. On the product space L = E x R we define a nilpotent Dynkin 
algebra of class 2 by defining [(u, r), (w, s)] = (0,2( u, Aw)) with the inner 
product (u, w) on E. Then Condition (1) above translates into 
(2) (W,S)E V(u,r) if and only if (w,s- (u,Aw))~ Wfor all u,w~E, 
r, 3 E Ft. 
We investigate the case of the “ice cream cone” with the center as axis: 
(3) (U,Z)E Wprecisely when lul=(~,u)‘!*<t for UEE, PER. 
Thus, for this special wedge W, the characterisation of V(u, r) in (2) means 
(4) (W,S)E V(u, r) if and only if (w( <s- (u,Aw)=s+ (Au, M.), 
u, w E E, r, s E 52. 
We assume that gAg ~’ = A for all rotations g of E which insures that all 
rotations (x, r) + (gx, r) with a rotation g of E are automorphisms of L 
and transform the wedge field into itself. It is clear from (4) that V(u, r) = 
V(u, 0) for all real r. We fix a unit vector e in E and consider those vectors u 
for which Au = ae. We write w  = xe + y with a vector y orthogonal to e. 
Since(Au,w)=axwenowhave(w,1)~V(1;,0)iffx2+~*~(1+~~)*and 
- 1 d ux. Thus V(u, 0) = V(a(A ‘e), 0) is a quadratic cone whose section 
with the hyperplane E x { 1) projects into E as the set of all (x, y) satisfying 
x2 + y* = (1 + ax)*. This is a quadric which is an ellipsoid for 0 6 a < 1, a 
paraboloid for a = 1 and a hyperboloid for a > 1. Thus, as t increases from 
0 to 1, the cone tilts and opens up so that for a = 1, the hyperplane E x (0) 
becomes a tangent plane. As a increases further, the cone opens up more 
widely and gradually exhausts the half space given by x > 0. We verify that 
for a differentiable function U, 
(5) f(ad u(t)) u’(f) = (p’(t), q’(t) - (p(f), Ap’(t))) with u(t) = 
(P(t)> 4(f)). 
On account of (p(t), Ap’( t)) = - (Ap(t), p’(t)) we then know that 
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u’(t)~ V(u(t)) iff f(ad u(t)) u’(~)E W iff [p’(t)1 <q’(r)+ (Ap(t), p’(t)) 
which implies 
(6) q(t) 3 l:, (Ip’(s)l - (h(s), P’(J)>) &. 
Since A is skew symmetric, the automorphism exp tA of E is a rotation. If 
we consider, e.g., the spiral p(t) = t. exp tA . u, then p’(t) = exp tA . v + 
exp tA . tAv, whence I@(t)/ = 10 + tAvJ = 10 + tael if, as before Ao = ae. We 
may assume that A is normalized so that a = 1. Then (v, e) = (v, Au) = 0 
and so e and v are orthonormal. It further follows that (Ap(t), p’(t)) = 
(te, u + re) = t’. Since 10 + tel = (I + t2)‘12 we compute the integral on the 
right-hand side of (6) to i(r(l + t’)“* + log(t + (1 + t2)‘12)) - ft3. If we call 
this number q(t), then the function U: 5% + -+ L given by u(t) = (t . exp tA . v, 
q(r)) satisfies u’(t) E V(u(t)). Now q increases monotonically on an interval 
[0, T] and decreases monotonically on [r, m[; in particular, there is a 
zero at To; in fact a quick calculation shows that T,, is between 2 and 2.2. 
Now let B be any open ball in L around zero relative to any compatible 
norm which contains u( [0, To]). Then the local semigroup S generated 
with respect to B by W contains u(T,,), and then, by rotational symmetry 
all points obtained from u( T,) by all rotations about the axis { 0) x R. (We 
assume here, which we may, that the norm is invariant under all such 
rotations.) It follows from Proposition 4.5, p. 162 of [ 1 I] that this implies 
B n (E x (0)) c S. This subset is invariant under inversion, hence is con- 
tained in the maximal local subgroup H(S) of S; from [ll, lot. cit.] we 
know that H(S) = Bn L(H(S)); but the smallest Lie algebra containing 
Bn(Ex {O}) is already L. Thus B=H(S)cScB. Thus S=B. We sum- 
marize: 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let L be a finite dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra of 
class 2 with l-dimensional center (such as the Lie algebra of upper 
triangular 3 x 3 matrices over the reals). Then we find a cone bounded by a 
quadric and with the center as rotational symmetry axis which we consider 
as a Lie wedge W and which has the property that the local semigroup 
(S, B) generated by W in an open ball around 0 satisfies S = B as soon as B 
is sufficiently large (see Fig 3). 
We note that, on the other hand, the local semigroup (S, B) generated 
by W in B satisfies L(S) = W as soon as B is sufficiently small. In this case, 
S is far from being all of B. 
The local Lie theory of semigroups in nilpotent Lie algebras was 
discussed by Hofmann and Lawson in [IO]. 
We now construct Lie algebras L with Lie wedges W in such a fashion 
that even in the simply connected Lie group G with L(G) = L the analytic 
subgroup A generated by the edge H(W) is not closed. This example will 
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FIGURE 3 
show that Ol’shanski’s proof in [20,21] does not cover the general case 
even if all details were filled in. 
Let L, be a compact semisimple Lie algebra and C a maximal abelian 
subalgebra. Let D be any vector subspace which generates in the simply 
connected Lie group Gi with Lie algebra L, a dense, but non-closed 
analytic subgroup of the maximal torus T, with Lie algebra C. Such sub- 
spaces exist in ample supply. 
The adjoint group 9 on L, is compact. Let K be a compact g-invariant 
convex symmetric neighborhood of 0 in L I. In the Lie algebra L = L, x Iw 
weset W,=rW+. (K x { 1 }); then W, is a cone in L with inner points which 
is invariant under the adjoint group of L. Now W= (D x (0)) + W, is a 
Lie wedge with edge H(W) = D x (0); the analytic subgroup generated by 
H(W) in the simply connected Lie group Gi x IR is exp D x (O}, and this 
group is not closed, but dense in a maximal torus of G, x 53. 
This entire construction may be multiplied directly by any factor R”. 
Thus we have: 
Remark 6.2. Every compact real Lie algebra which is not semisimple 
and not abelian contains a Lie wedge with inner points whose edge 
generates a non-closed analytic subgroup in any Lie group whose Lie 
algebra is the given algebra. 
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